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Announcement to Our Customers and Vendors - We Have Changed Our Name 
 
Company names should be easily recognizable in the segments where the companies have made 
their reputation. Our company has operated under the name “Hydradyne Hydraulics” for over 
forty-three years. With a recent acquisition, we also operate as “Hydradyne FluidAir” in certain 
Carolina markets. Over time our company has grown immensely and the word “Hydraulics” in 
our name has served us well. It reflects our beginnings as a distributor and repair facility for 
hydraulic pumps, motors, valves and cylinders.   
 
However, with our growth, we now handle so much more than just hydraulic products.  We also 
sell hose and connectors for both hydraulic and industrial use, all kinds of pneumatic equipment, 
automation products and electronic controls.   We also design and fabricate hydraulic systems 
with applications used all over the world. But more and more often our existing and prospective 
customers tell us that our name leads them to believe that we offer just hydraulic items. They are 
pleasantly surprised to learn that we are able to fulfill all their fluid power requirements under 
one umbrella.  
 
Therefore, effective in January 2012 we are changing our company name to Hydradyne, LLC, 
dropping “Hydraulics” and, where applicable, “FluidAir” from our name. This change will 
maintain our brand in the market place, while allowing us to tailor our image to better focus on 
specific markets and customers. 
 
Please change your records to reflect our new name.  Our phone numbers and addresses will stay 
the same.  Purchase orders, invoices and other correspondence will shorten our company name to 
“Hydradyne,” but otherwise remain the same.  
 
We are changing our website address to <www.hydradynellc.com> to reflect our new name, but 
we will automatically redirect users of our old website address to the new address.  Should you 
need a new W-9 withholding form, please visit our website to conveniently download it.  For the 
time being, our e-mail addresses will not change, so continue to use the addresses that you 
currently have in your records. 
 
Should you have any questions regarding the name change, please do not hesitate to contact us 
through your usual sales representative, branch or department contact for clarification.  Thank 
you for choosing Hydradyne for your fluid power needs. We look forward to continuing our 
successful relationship in the future.  


